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Abstract

In this manuscript, the latest SCIAMACHY limb ozone scientific vertical profiles, namely
the current V2.9 and the upcoming V3.0, are extensively compared with ozone sonde
data from the WOUDC database. The comparisons are made on a global scale from
2003 to 2011, involving 61 sonde stations. The retrieval processors used to gener-5

ate V2.9 and V3.0 data sets are briefly introduced. The comparisons are discussed in
terms of vertical profiles and stratospheric partial columns. Our results indicate that the
V2.9 ozone profile data between 20–30 km is in good agreement with ground based
measurements with less than 5 % relative differences in the latitude range of 90◦ S–
40◦ N (with exception of the tropical Pacific region where an overestimation of more10

than 10 % is observed), which corresponds to less than 5 DU partial column differ-
ences. In the tropics the differences are within 3 %. However, this data set shows a sig-
nificant underestimation northwards of 40◦ N (up to ∼15 %). The newly developed V3.0
data set reduces this bias to below 10 % while maintaining a good agreement south-
wards of 40◦ N with slightly increased relative differences of up to 5 % in the tropics.15

1 Introduction

Stratospheric ozone is one of the most important trace gases in the atmosphere. It
is well known as an absorber of UV radiation, thereby protecting the biosphere dam-
aging from short wave electromagnetic radiation and simultaneously plays a key role
in determining the temperature structure of the atmosphere (Read, 1988). Retrieving20

stratospheric ozone profiles with a high accuracy is not only important for stratospheric
ozone studies, but also a requirement for the establishment of a long-term essential
climate variable (ECV) data record. To achieve this goal, ground-based, balloon borne,
airborne and satellite instruments have been used to monitor ozone abundances in
the atmosphere during the last decades. For satellite instruments, different observa-25

tion techniques including solar/stellar occultation measurements, e.g. SAGE, HALOE,
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ACE, GOMOS, limb scatter/emission measurements, e.g. MLS, MIPAS, OSIRIS and
nadir measurements, e.g. GOME/GOME2, OMI, IASI, are used (see e.g. Sofieva et al.,
2013; Hassler et al., 2014 and references therein). The passive imaging spectrometer
SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric Cartogra-
pHY) used in this study provided vertical distributions of atmospheric trace gases by5

employing the limb scattering measurement technique (Burrows et al., 1995; Bovens-
mann et al., 1999).

In this manuscript we discuss the vertical ozone profiles retrieved from SCIAMACHY
limb measurements at IUP Bremen (Institute of Environmental Physics, University of
Bremen, Germany). The error budget typical for a recent retrieval version was reported10

by Rahpoe et al. (2013). Previous validation activities done by Mieruch et al. (2012)
with respect to other satellite instruments showed an agreement to better than 10 %
and often within 5 % between 20 and 50 km, with a high bias below 20 km explained by
a presence of high convective clouds. Tegtmeier et al. (2013) performed an intercom-
parison of vertically resolved monthly zonal mean ozone climatologies from 18 limb-15

viewing satellite instruments operated between 1978–2010, including SCIAMACHY
observations. The agreement was quite good in the middle stratosphere, with max-
imum differences of up to +5 %. The climatologies derived from SCIAMACHY were
found to show a positive bias of up to +10 % in the tropical and mid latitude upper
stratosphere (5–1 hPa).20

The current SCIAMACHY data set distributed by IUP Bremen is V2.9. Previous com-
parisons of this data set to ozone sondes showed a severe underestimation of the
ozone concentration in the northern high latitudes with a systematic bias of up to
∼15 % between 15 and 30 km. The reason for that is believed to be the instrumen-
tal stray light occurring at small relative azimuth angles (sun is close to the instrument25

field of view) typical for the measurements at high northern latitudes. Because at these
angles, for a 10:00 a.m. equator crossing time instrument in descending node, the scat-
tering of extra terrestrial solar radiation from the platform could most likely baffles into
the instrument field of view which influences the measurement results. To eliminate
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the observed negative bias, a new version of SCIAMACHY ozone limb data, V3.0,
has been developed. As demonstrated by the validation with ozone sondes, significant
improvements have been achieved.

Here, we present validation results comprising 10 years SCIAMACHY limb data of
versions V2.9 and V3.0 using globally distributed data from ozone sondes. The com-5

parisons of SCIAMACHY V2.9 profiles with other satellite datasets are in progress
(Rahpoe et al., 2015). In this comparison, 61 ozone sonde stations from the WOUDC
(World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre) as well as SHADOZ (Southern
Hemisphere ADditional OZonesondes) databases are involved, covering a wide lati-
tude range from 82.5◦ N to 70.6◦ S (see Table 1). The validation includes vertical profile10

and stratospheric partial column comparisons. In Sect. 2 the algorithms used and the
limitations of both SCIAMACHY limb retrievals are discussed. The methodologies of
the limb/sonde comparisons are presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 the statistical analysis
of the pole to pole comparison results is shown, discussed and summarized.

2 SCIAMACHY limb ozone retrieval15

2.1 SCIAMACHY instrument

The SCIAMACHY instrument operated from August 2002 to April 2012 on board the
European satellite Envisat (Burrows et al., 1995; Bovensmann et al., 1999). Envisat
flied in a sun-synchronous, near-polar orbit with a local equatorial overpass time at
around 10 a.m. at the descending node. SCIAMACHY was a passive spectrometer20

designed to measure radiances in 8 spectral channels covering a wide range from 214
to 2384 nm with a moderate spectral resolution of 0.21 to 1.56 nm. The ozone retrieval
algorithm employed in this study uses measurements in the Hartley and Chappuis
absorption bands in SCIAMACHY special channels 1 (214–314 nm), 3 (392–605 nm)
and 4 (598–790 nm).25
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SCIAMACHY performed observations in three viewing modes: nadir, limb and so-
lar/lunar occultation. In limb viewing geometry, SCIAMACHY observed the atmosphere
with the line of sight pointed tangentially to the Earth’s surface, with a field of view of
110 km horizontally and 2.6 km vertically at the tangent point. A limb measurement se-
quence started from 3 km below the horizon (0 km after October 2010) and continued5

with a vertical scan up to around 93 km. At each tangent height, SCIAMACHY per-
formed a horizontal scan with a total swath of about 960 km. The horizontal scan is
typically read out into 4 measurements with different azimuth angles (only 1 measure-
ment in channel 1). The tangent height step between the subsequent horizontal scans
is around 3.3 km. The spatial resolution is typically 960km×400km in channel 1 and10

240km×400km (across/along track) in all other channels. The relative azimuth angle
between the instrument and the sun changes in course of the orbit. In the high northern
latitudes, the instrument measurement field of view faces the solar light with a small
relative azimuth angle while in the southern latitudes the solar light comes from behind
the instrument field of view and the relative azimuth angle is large.15

2.2 SCIAMACHY limb V2.9 retrieval algorithm

The current SCIAMACHY limb retrieval (V2.9) uses combined spectral information from
the UV and visible spectral ranges to obtain vertical profiles of ozone (Flittner et al.,
2000; Rohen et al., 2006). As the first step, the limb spectral radiances are integrated
in ±1 nm intervals around the central points. Then they are normalized with a limb mea-20

surement at an upper tangent height (often referred to as the reference tangent height):
In(λ,THi ) = I(λ,THi )/I(λ,THref), with λ denoting wavelength and THi the tangent height
at the elevation step i . The normalization removes the solar Fraunhofer structures and
reduces the influence of the lower atmosphere, e.g. due to multiple scattering and
reflection from the surface. Furthermore, it provides a kind of self-calibration of the25

instrument since the instrument calibration parameters do not differ much for differ-
ent tangent heights. In the visible spectral range, the so-called triplet method (Flittner
et al., 2000) is used subsequently to minimize the influence of the broad-band spectral
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features, e.g. Rayleigh and aerosol scattering. Thereby the measurement vector, y, is
obtained from the normalized radiances at 525, 589 and 675 nm as follows:

y(THi ) = ln(In(589nm,THi ))−
1
2

[ln(In(525nm,THi ))+ ln(In(675nm,THi ))]. (1)

Note that the central wavelength was at 600 nm (center of the Chappuis band) in the
original triplet method. It is moved to 589 nm because of issues near the boundary of5

SCIAMACHY channel 3.
In the UV spectral range the method described by Rohen et al. (2006) is used. The

measurement vector, y, is obtained from the normalized limb radiance profiles at eight
single wavelengths (264, 267.5, 273, 283, 286, 288, 290.5, and 305 nm) with ±1 nm
spectral integration (Sonkaew et al., 2009). These wavelengths are chosen to avoid10

strong Fraunhofer lines and terrestrial airglow emissions. The SCIAMACHY limb ozone
profiles are then retrieved by using a non-linear inversion scheme with the first order
Tikhonov regularization (Rozanov et al., 2011). The relative change in the ozone con-
centrations with respect to a priori is retrieved. The forward modelling is done with the
radiative transfer model SCIATRAN (Rozanov et al., 2014). The lowest and highest15

tangent heights used during the retrieval are around 12 and 71 km, respectively.

2.3 SCIAMACHY limb V3.0 retrieval algorithm

In V3.0 retrieval approach, the extra-terrestrial solar spectrum is used instead of the
reference tangent height to normalize the measured limb radiances. The differential
structure of the ozone absorption signature in the short wavelength wing of the Chap-20

puis absorption band is exploited and the DOAS technique (Platt, 1994) is employed to
retrieve the ozone vertical profiles instead of the highly efficient triplet method. These
two changes were carried out simultaneously because:

1. The short and long wavelength wings of the Chappuis absorption band are
measured in different spectral channels of the SCIAMACHY instrument (see25
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Sect. 2.1). A usage of the whole Chappuis band in combination with the solar
spectrum normalization requires a very high quality of the inter-channel calibra-
tion.

2. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) decreases with increasing tangent height. Nor-
malization using reference tangent height at high altitude will reduce the SNR at5

the corresponding tangent height. Because of the large SNR by using the whole
Chappuis band, the signal is sufficient by using reference tangent height. How-
ever, differential structure in channel 3 suffers from very low SNR, this influence
will be much larger when used without the solar normalization.

Differential limb spectra are obtained as10

y = ln(I(λL,THi ))− Pn, (2)

where I is the sun-normalized radiance and Pn is a polynomial of order n (cubic in our
case) in λ, whose coefficients are obtained by fitting the logarithms of the normalized
limb radiance in the wavelength domain for each tangent height independently. A shift
and squeeze correction as well as scaling factors for Ring and water vapour absorption15

spectra are determined at each tangent height. The shift and squeeze correction is
done with respect to the limb measured spectrum for both the modelled spectra and
the measurement at the reference tangent height (Rozanov et al., 2005).

Since the ozone absorption signature from the short wavelength differential absorp-
tion cross section structures of the Chappuis absorption band are weaker than the20

differences of the absorption between the 3 wavelength used in the triplet Chappuis
band, the influence of weaker absorbers, namely, NO2 and O4 needs to be taken into
account. The wavelength dependence of the surface albedo spectral reflectance is
also included in the fit. The mathematical inversion then proceeds in a manner similar
to that used in V2.9 retrieval (Rozanov et al., 2007). In V3.0 retrieval approach, the full25

spectrum of the UV band (229–306) with zero order polynomial is used instead of the
selected wavelengths as in V2.9. This however does not play any role in the compari-
son with the vertical profile of ozone from ozone sondes discussed in this manuscript
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as the information from the UV range does not have any significant influence on the re-
trieved ozone values below 30 km. The lowest and highest tangent heights used during
this retrieval are around 8 and 65 km, respectively.

2.4 Limb ozone data

The IUP Bremen Level 2 product provides ozone data as number densities in5

moleculescm−3 and as volume mixing ratios in ppmV vs. altitude within each ground
pixel. The product also contains the corresponding a priori ozone profiles as well as
error estimates in both number density and volume mixing ratio representations. Cloud
information is retrieved by using SCODA (SCIAMACHY Cloud Detection Algorithm)
data base (Eichmann et al., 2011) and is provided as “cloud flag” in the data. In the10

V3.0 data product, the vertical resolution is added. The vertical resolution Si is calcu-
lated from the spread of the averaging kernels (Backus and Gilbert, 1970) as:

Si = 12 ·
∑
j

A2
i j · (Zj −Zi )

2 ·∆Zj/

∑
j

Ai j ·∆Zj

2

, (3)

where i represents the elevation step, Z is the altitude, and Ai j refers to the corre-
sponding element of the averaging kernel matrix. To perform the integration, the av-15

eraging kernels need to be re-sampled to a finer grid. In this study 20 sub-layers are
used. Although the vertical resolution is not included in the V2.9 data products, in this
study we calculate it in the same way as for V3.0 for the purpose of data selection (see
Sect. 3.1.2). Examples of the averaging kernels, measurement response as well as ver-
tical resolution resulting from both V2.9 and V3.0 are given in Fig. 1. As the retrieval is20

done at the measurement tangent heights, the averaging kernels for V3.0 reach a value
of 1.0 at the maxima between 12 and 60 km. For V2.9 the value is around 0.3, which
is due to the retrieval at finer grid (1 km) compared to the measurement grid (∼ 3 km).
Measurement response is calculated by summing the elements of the corresponding
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averaging kernel. It describes how much information comes from the measurement.
Measurement response indicates that

1. The retrieved profile is completely independent from the a priori information within
the whole altitude range for V3.0 and above 12 km for V2.9.

2. Below 12 km V2.9 may contain less information from the measurement and is5

stronger affected by the a priori information compared to V3.0. (Note that V3.0
uses measurement down to 8 km, while V2.9 stops at 12 km.)

From the vertical resolution we observe: at the altitudes above 65 km profile informa-
tion comes from 60–70 km altitude range for both data sets; information below 12 km
partially originates from the upper layers for both versions.10

3 Validation methodologies

To validate the scientific ozone profiles retrieved from SCIAMACHY limb measure-
ments, ozone sonde data from WOUDC stations are used. In order to select a reliable
reference data set, only stations that have delivered more than 30 measurements be-
tween January 2003 and December 2012 are selected for the comparisons. Coincident15

SCIAMACHY limb profiles are selected for each ozone sonde profile. The geographic
distance between the ozone sonde station and the footprint centre of the co-located
SCIAMACHY measurement is required to be within 5◦ in latitude and 10◦ in longitude.
A maximum data, have the time difference of the measurements of less than or equal to
24 h, are used. The coincident limb profiles having a solar zenith angle larger than 80 ◦,20

in general, an altitude range between 15–30 km is selected for the partial column com-
parison (See Sect. 3.2). This choice is motivated by larger uncertainties of the current
limb retrievals below 15 km and increasing uncertainty in the ozone sonde data above
30 km. The latter is mostly caused by the decaying pump efficiency at lower pressures
(Johnson et al., 2002).25
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In the 61 ozone sonde stations that were used, 14 stations are from the tropics, 31
stations are from northern mid-latitudes, 6 stations are from northern high latitudes, 6
stations are from southern mid-latitudes and 4 stations are from southern high latitudes
(see Table 1).

3.1 Vertical profiles5

3.1.1 Convolution of ozone sonde data

Satellite data has a much coarser vertical resolution compared to the ozone sondes.
To make a quantitative comparison, SCIAMACHY averaging kernels, A, and a-priori
information, Xa, are used to degrade high vertical resolution sonde data to the vertical
resolution of the satellite data. This represents the profiles from ozone sondes as they10

should be seen by the satellite retrieval in the absence of any errors which are not
accounted for by the retrieval. The smoothed ozone sonde profile, Xsi, is obtained from
the fine profile, Xsj, by convolving with the SCIAMACHY averaging kernels as:

Xsi −Xai

Xai
=

∑
j

∆Zj

−1

·
∑
j

Ai j ·
Xsj −Xaj

Xaj
·∆Zj , (4)

where i represents the satellite coarse grid, j the fine grid of the ozone sonde; the rows15

of the averaging kernel matrix and a-priori profile are interpolated to the ozone sonde
grid and represented by Ai j and Xaj respectively; ∆Zj is the altitude interval, i.e. a half
distance between the layers above and below j . For each level of the coarse grid, i ,
the smoothed ozone sonde value

Xsi = Xai ·

∑
j

∆Zj

−1

·
∑
j

Ai j ·
Xsj −Xaj

Xaj
·∆Zj +Xai, (5)20
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3.1.2 Layer selection criteria

Two criteria were defined to screen proper vertical layers before the comparisons.
Firstly, all averaging kernels used for the convolution (see Eq. 5) must not have non-
zero elements above the maximum height of the corresponding ozone sonde mea-
surement. Secondly, all layers below the cloud top height, as detected by the SCODA5

algorithm, are rejected, altitude grid points, where the resulting vertical resolution is
lower than 6 km, are also not considered.

V3.0 profiles are retrieved at the measurement grid, which varies depending on the
location and time. When calculating the mean differences between ozone sonde data
and V3.0 limb data at each elevation step, initially an averaged altitude between Jan-10

uary 2003 and December 2011 is calculated. Then each single profile is interpolated
to the average altitude grid in each layer. At each layer the selected ozone profiles are
averaged, denoted as CSCIA and Cref. The relative mean difference at each layer is
calculated as:

D =
CSCIA −Cref

Cref

·100%. (6)15

The corresponding SD is given by:

Dev =

√√√√ 1
k −1

k∑
i=1

(
AC(i )−AC(i )

)2
·100%. (7)

where k is the number of profiles included in the comparison and

AC(i ) = (CSCIA(i )−Cref(i ))/Cref. (8)

AC(i ) = D =
1
k

k∑
i=1

AC(i ). (9)20
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3.2 Partial column comparisons

In addition to the vertical profile comparison, both SCIAMACHY limb ozone data and
original ozone sonde measurements are integrated and compared as the stratospheric
partial ozone columns (hereafter SC). For each individual pair of SCIAMACHY/sonde
profiles, the integration is started either from the first cloud-free level of SCIAMACHY5

limb data or from 15 km, whichever is higher, and ended at either the ozone sonde
explosion position or at 30 km, whichever is lower.

Cstrato =
i= THmax∑
itph

(N(Zi−1)+N(Zi )

2

)
(Zi −Zi−1). (10)

where Cstrato refers to a individual SC, N(z) is the stratospheric ozone profile in number
density units (molcm−3), zi represents the altitude in km and i is the layer index.10

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Vertical profile comparison results for V2.9 and V3.0

Average vertical profiles from the six selected stations for a period January 2003–
December 2011 are compared in Figs. 2–7. The stations Nairobi, Ankara, Praha, Eu-
reka, Lauder and Marambio are chosen as representatives of the latitude bins 20◦ S–15

20◦ N, 20–40◦ N, 40–60◦ N, 60–90◦ N, 20–60◦ S, 60–90◦ S, respectively. The panels
represent the results of V2.9 on the left hand side and of V3.0 on the right hand.
For each station, the vertical comparisons are shown as vertical profiles (left panels)
and relative mean differences (right panels). The number densities for both sonde and
SCIAMACHY limb data at each layer are obtained by averaging the filtered data (see20

Sect. 3.1.2) over the entire time period. At Nairobi (Fig. 2), V2.9 agrees with ozone
sonde results to within 3 % for most cases below 30 km. There are good agreements
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at Ankara (Fig. 3), Lauder (Fig. 6) and Marambio (Fig. 7) with usually less than 5 %
relative differences. The differences become larger at Lauder below 18 km. A negative
bias shows up at Praha (Fig. 4) and becomes stronger at Eureka (Fig. 5), which has
higher latitude. Furthermore, the relative differences at these latitudes exhibit vertical
oscillations of about 3 % amplitude. The maxima of the relative differences are seen at5

around 22 and 28 km. The oscillations are most probably caused by the fact that: the
radiance profiles, sampled by the SCIAMACHY instrument at different tangent heights,
are not exactly aligned vertically (Brinksma et al., 2006). At these latitudes, the hori-
zontal variations of the stratospheric ozone are usually stronger as compared to other
latitudes and thus the oscillations are more pronounced.10

To give a global overview of the results, the altitude vs. latitude cross sections of the
relative differences for both versions are given in Fig. 8. They are calculated by con-
touring the relative mean differences between SCIAMACHY limb data and correlative
sonde data at all considered sonde stations (61 stations in total). In general, the cur-
rent V2.9 data well reproduce the ozone vertical distribution by following the shapes15

of ozone sonde data at each station (upper panel of Fig. 8). The relative differences
between V2.9 and ozone sonde data are within 5 % between 20–30 km southward of
40◦ N. The good agreement seen at Nairobi holds for most of the cases in the tropical
region. One exception is seen around the ozone peak altitude (∼ 26 km) in the near-
equatorial northern tropics. This overestimation can be clearly observed (not shown in20

this paper) at Sepang-Airport (Kuala Lumpur) and Hong Kong stations with more than
10 % relative differences in the upper stratosphere (25 to 30 km). In the middle and
high southern latitudes, V2.9 still represents the ozone vertical distribution very well
by agreeing with ozone sonde data to within 5 % which is consistent with Figs. 3, 6
and 7. In the Northern Hemisphere, this consistent agreement degrades northward of25

∼ 40◦ N, showing stronger underestimation with increasing latitude up to ∼ 15 %. The
oscillations we see in Figs. 4 and 5 can be observed, too.

The vertical profile comparison results from upcoming V3.0 data sets are presented
in the lower panel of Fig. 8 in the same way as for V2.9. In comparison to the current
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V2.9 data sets, V3.0 shows similar retrieval quality in most of the cases with exception
of a slightly worse agreement at Nairobi (shown in the panel of Fig. 2–7), while the
overestimations over the Southeast Asia (e.g. Kuala Lumpur, Hong Kong) in V2.9 are
revised (Fig. 8). It is seen clearly that the ozone concentrations at mid and high northern
latitudes, e.g. Praha and Eureka, are captured more accurately in V3.0 than in V2.9.5

For example, at Eureka the relative differences are reduced from ∼ 13 to within 7.5 %.
The vertical oscillations can still be observed but are much weaker. V3.0 agrees with
ozone sonde within 10 % globally, with a significant improvement northwards of 40◦ N
(Fig. 8).

Figures 9 and 10 show annual and seasonal relative differences for V2.9, respec-10

tively. The relative mean differences at all tropical (not shown in the paper) and mid
latitude stations don’t have much dependence on the year of measurements. However,
the relative differences drift from year to year at high latitudes of both hemispheres
(see Fig. 9). The statistics of the seasonal behaviour is presented in Fig. 10. No obvi-
ous seasonal influence can be identified in this comparison. Since V3.0 has a similar15

seasonal and yearly behaviour (apart from the reduced bias at Eureka and Praha) of
the vertical profiles as V2.9, the results are not shown.

4.2 Partial column comparison results for V2.9 and V3.0

The results of partial column comparisons are presented in Figs. 11–18. Figure 11 de-
picts the time series of ozone sonde data sets (red dots), SCIAMACHY data sets (green20

dots) and their differences (blue dots) at Nairobi and Eureka. The ozone amounts are
represented as daily averaged SCs in DU. The left panels represent the current V2.9,
while the right ones the upcoming V3.0. Figures 12–18 show the statistical results for
the differences of SCs in DU between the ozone sonde and the SCIAMACHY data
on a global scale. Figure 12 shows the global overview of the absolute and relative25

averaged daily differences while Figs. 13–18 presents scatter plots of the absolute dif-
ferences for latitude bins. Note that the absolute differences in Fig. 12 are calculated
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as the averages of the daily mean SCs differences while in Figs. 13–18 each dot rep-
resents the absolute difference for a single collocation.

Similar conclusions as for the vertical profile comparisons can be drawn from the
partial column comparisons. For V2.9 data set, the seasonal variations in the time se-
ries agree well with those from sonde data (left panels of Fig. 11). The drift of relative5

differences with time that is mentioned in Sect. 4.1 can be observed also in Fig. 11 at
Eureka. So far there is no explanation about this drift. The agreement of daily mean
differences is mostly within 5 DU southwards from 40◦ N. The overestimation in South-
east Asia observed in Fig. 8 corresponds to ∼ 10 DU absolute differences as shown
in Fig. 12. A general overestimation in the Pacific Ocean can also be observed. In the10

northern middle and high latitudes, a rapid decrease in the quality of the V2.9 ozone
data results in, e.g., a median difference of 22 DU (over 10 %) at Eureka. The underes-
timations are depicted by the purple and pink dots in Fig. 12 and amount about ∼ 13 DU
in Europe and Canada and more than 20 DU in the high northern latitudes.

For V3.0, the seasonal variations in the time series are in good agreement with those15

from sonde data; at Eureka a median difference in partial columns decreases by 16 DU
to only 6 DU (right panel of Fig. 11). The improvement northwards of 40◦ N changes
the color in Fig. 12, from purple pink to blue. V3.0 also improved the partial column
accuracy at most tropical stations (10 out of 12 stations with abundant measurements)
with a remarkable ∼ 5 % improvement from more than 8 to within 4 % over the tropical20

Pacific region.
A global improvement can be observed in the statistical results for different lati-

tude bins (Figs. 13–18) illustrating better retrieval results for each single measurement.
A striking improvement is seen in the high latitude bin (60–90◦ N). With an improved
linear slope of 0.94 vs. 0.85 and smaller SD of σ = 7.4 DU vs. 13.7 DU, V3.0 data set25

exhibits a much better agreement with ozone sonde data at northern high latitudes.
At the same time, the correlations at other latitude bins also become higher in varying
degrees. A very strong improvement can be observed also in southern mid latitudes
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(Fig. 16). Due to the relatively low and centred ozone partial column, a smaller corre-
lation is obtained in the tropics for both versions.

4.3 Discussions

The reasons for the underestimation found in V2.9 data at higher latitudes can be iden-
tified by analysing the left panel of Fig. 19. The figure shows a comparison of ozone5

vertical profiles from SCIAMACHY V2.9 data (blue solid line) and from ozone sonde
(black solid line) at Eureka for 22 March 2006. A clear underestimation of the peak
value near 17 km is observed in V2.9 data. This is a typical behaviour that explains
the underestimation described above. As this artifact could not be reproduced in the
synthetic retrievals it is most probably caused by instrumental issues. One possible10

explanation is a presence of an increased external stray light when performing limb
measurements at large solar zenith angles and small azimuth angles. In this geometry,
which is typical for SCIAMACHY observations at high northern latitudes, the extrater-
restrial solar radiance is believed to be reflected by some part of the Envisat into the
field of view of the SCIAMACHY instrument.15

The retrieval methodology used in the new V3.0 aims to reduce the underestimations
in the northern high latitudes shown by V2.9. In the V3.0 retrieval processor, signals
from different wavelengths are exploited (Sect. 2.3). The spectral window used in the
visible region is narrower compared to V2.9. On one hand it uses weaker absorption
features of ozone gaining thus less information from the spectra. On the other hand,20

by using the narrow spectral window and higher order of the closure polynomial the
influence of the systematic errors is reduced. The right panel of Fig. 19 shows the
comparison of ozone vertical profiles from SCIAMACHY limb V3.0 data with ozone
sonde data presented in the same way as V2.9 results in the left panel. It is seen clearly
that the ozone maximum at 17 km observed by the sonde is now captured properly by25

SCIAMACHY. Furthermore, V3.0 data set also reproduces better the ozone maximum
around 25 km in the tropics (not shown here), which corrects the overestimation in
Southeast Asia as seen from both vertical and partial column comparisons. General
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improvement in the Pacific and the Southern Atlantic ocean regions can be observed
in the partial column comparisons (Fig. 12). This may be partly due to the opposite
sign of differences at different altitude. As shown in the sections above, the new V3.0
is a success in solving the northern high latitudes underestimation.

5 Conclusions5

SCIAMACHY limb ozone scientific data sets, namely the current V2.9 and the new
V3.0, were extensively compared with ozone sonde measurements for the time pe-
riod of 2003–2011, from 61 sonde stations. The two versions of SCIAMACHY limb
data use different retrieval processors. The main differences are: in visible spectral re-
gion V2.9 uses a reference tangent height and the triplet method while V3.0 employs10

a solar spectrum as the reference and performs a DOAS type fit. There are also some
changes in the UV band (Sects. 2.2 and 2.3), these however do not provide information
at altitudes less than 30 km.

V2.9 agrees well with the ground based data within a latitude range of 90◦ S–40◦ N.
The relative differences between the two databases are within 5 % (SCIAMACHY is15

mostly overestimating) at 20–30 km. It shows very good retrieval results in the trop-
ics with a difference of less than 3 % vertically. The partial column comparisons show
less than 5 DU absolute differences with rather small SD with exception of the trop-
ical Pacific region where an overestimation of more than 10 % is observed. These
overestimations result from a significant positive bias above 25 km (so far there is no20

explanation for the reason of this bias). In the northern high latitudes V2.9 shows up
to ∼15 % negative bias with observable vertical oscillations, which is believed to be
the consequences of the increased external stray light. The ozone partial columns are
underestimated by 12–20 DU.

The new V3.0 has been developed to reduce the underestimation in the northern25

high latitude identified in V2.9. As a result the differences are reduced to within 10 %
for vertical profiles and 5 to 10 DU for partial columns northward of 40◦ N. At the same
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time, the overestimation of the ozone profile concentrations around tropical Pacific are
eliminated. We show that V3.0 maintains the good retrieval results also southwards
of 40◦ N, with deviations slightly larger than 5 % in the tropics and within 10 % in the
southern high latitude.

The Huggins band is believed to improve ozone retrieval accuracy between 30 km-5

45 km and will be included in V3.1 limb ozone retrieval.
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Table 1. WOUDC and SHADOZ stations used in the validation.

Station Name Height [m] Country Latitude Longitude

NH high latitude
Alert 66 CAN 82.5◦ N 62.3◦ W
Eureka 10 CAN 80.0◦ N 85.9◦ W
Lerwick 80 GBR 60.1◦ N 1.2◦ W
Ny-Aalesund 11 NOR 78.9◦ N 11.9◦ E
Resolute 46 CAN 74.7◦ N 94.9◦ W
Sodankyla 179 FIN 67.4◦ N 26.6◦ E

NH mid latitude
Ankara 890 TUR 39.9◦ N 32.8◦ E
Barajas 631 ESP 40.4◦ N 3.5◦ W
BrattsLake 580 CAN 50.2◦ N 104.7◦ W
Churchill 30 CAN 58.7◦ N 94.1◦ W
DeBilt 4 NLD 52.1◦ N 5.1◦ E
Egbert 251 CAN 44.2◦ N 79.7◦ W
Hohenpeissenberg 976 DEU 47.8◦ N 11◦ E
Holtvillea −19 USA 32.8◦ N 115.3◦ W
HongKong 66 HKG 22.3◦ N 114.1◦ E
Houston 19 USA 29.7◦ N 95.4◦ W
Huntsville 196 USA 34.7◦ N 86.6◦ W
Isfahan 1550 IRN 32.5◦ N 51.7◦ E
Kelowna 456 CAN 49.9◦ N 119.4◦ W
Legionowo 96 POL 52.4◦ N 20.9◦ E
Naha 28 JPN 26.2◦ N 127.6◦ E
Narragansett 21 USA 41.4◦ N 71.4◦ W
Payerne 491 CHE 46.5◦ N 6.5◦ E
Praha 304 CZE 50.0◦ N 14.4◦ E
Richlanda 123 USA 46.2◦ N 119.1◦ W
SableIsland 4 CAN 43.9◦ N 60.0◦ W
Sapporo 26 JPN 43.0◦ N 141.3◦ E
Stonyplain 766 CAN 53.5◦ N 114.1◦ W
TableMountain 2285 USA 34.4◦ N 117.7◦ W
TrinidadHead 20 USA 40.8◦ N 124.1◦ W
Tsukuba 31 JPN 36.0◦ N 140.1◦ E
Uccle 100 BEL 50.8◦ N 4.3◦ E
ValentiaObservatory 14 IRL 51.9◦ N 10.2◦ W
Valparaisoa 240 USA 41.5◦ N 87◦ W
WallopsIsland 13 USA 37.9◦ N 75.4◦ W
Walsingham 200 CAN 42.6◦ N 80.6◦ W
Yarmouth 9 CAN 43.8◦ N 66.1◦ W
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Table 1. Continued.

Station Name Height [m] Country Latitude Longitude

Tropics
Alajuelab 899 CRI 9.9◦ N 84.2◦ W
AscensionIslandb 79 SHN 7.9◦ S 14.4◦ W
Barbadosa,b 32 BRB 13.1◦ N 59.4◦ W
Herediab 1176 CRI 10◦ N 84.1◦ W
Hilob 2994 USA 19.4◦ N 155.0◦ W
Malindib −6 KEN 3.0◦ S 40.2◦ E
Maxaranguape (Natal)b 14 BRA 5.5◦ S 35.2◦ W
Nairobib 1795 KEN 1.2◦ S 36.8◦ E
Paramaribob 7 SUR 5.8◦ N 55.2◦ W
Samoab 77 ASM 14.2◦ S 170.5◦ W
SanCristobalb 8 ECU 0.9◦ S 89.6◦ W
SepangAirportb 17 MYS 2.7◦ N 101.7◦ E
Tecamecb 2272 MEX 19.3◦ N 99.1◦ W
Watukosek (Java)b 50 IDN 7.5◦ S 112.6◦ E

SH mid latitude
Broadmeadows 109 AUS 37.7◦ S 144.9◦ E
Ireneb 1524 ZAF 25.9◦ S 28.2◦ E
LaReunionIslandb 24 REU 21.0◦ S 55.4◦ E
Lauder 370 NZL 45.0◦ S 169.6◦ E
MacquarieIsland 7 AUS 54.5◦ S 158.9◦ E
Ushuaia 17 ARG 54.8◦ S 68.3◦ W

Antarctic
Davis 18 ATA 68.5◦ S 77.9◦ E
Marambio 198 ATA 64.2◦ S 56.6◦ W
Neumayer 38 ATA 70.6◦ S 8.2◦ W
Syowa 22 JPN 69.0◦ S 39.5◦ E

a stations with less than 30 ozone sonde profiles.
b stations originally from SHADOZ

.
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Figure 1. Averaging kernels, measurement response as well as vertical resolution from SCIA-
MACHY V2.9 (left panel) and V3.0 (right panel). Note that the x axis range is different between
the two panels. The example is calculated for orbit 21223; measured at 17:36 UTC on 22 March
2006; solar zenith angle @ TP 74.95; at 75.44◦ N and 93.58◦ W.
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Figure 2. Vertical profile comparisons at Nairobi (1.2◦ N, 36.8◦ E) averaged from January 2003
to December 2012. The 4 panels show the results for the ozone profiles for V2.9 on the left hand
side and for V3.0 on the right hand. In the left subpanels, the red and blue curves represent the
ozone number densities with 1σ SDs for ozone sonde and SCIAMACHY limb data, respectively.
The gray lines show a priori information used in SCIAMACHY retrieval. In the right subpanels,
the blue lines represent the relative mean differences of the ozone concentrations. The gray
solid lines depict 1σ SDs. The numbers on the right denote the number of SCIAMACHY limb
profiles used in the comparisons and the relative differences for each layer, respectively.
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for Ankara (40.0◦ N, 32.8◦ E).
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 2 but for Praha (50.0◦ N, 14.4◦ E).
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 2 but for Eureka (80.0◦ N, 85.9◦ W).
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 2 but for Lauder (44.9◦ S, 169.7◦ E).
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 2 but for Marambio (64.2◦ S, 56.6◦ W).
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Figure 8. The altitude vs. latitude cross section of the relative differences. V2.9 in the upper
panel and V3.0 in the lower panel. The improvement is mainly in the NH high latitudes.
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21) page 18 line 14: 'for continuiAng' should be 'for continuing' 1 

22) page 21 line 6: there is nothing wrong with the author name as far as I can check 2 

23) page 25-30: For Figs 2-7, is it possible to have two figures in one page? If not, is it 3 

possible to enlarge the size of the figure? 4 

24) page 32: Figure 9 pictures are uploaded as newer ones in figure.zip. They should be: 5 

  6 
 7 

25) page 34: in the caption, replace 'limb data (green) and ozone sonde...' by 'limb data 8 

(green), ozone sonde ...' 9 

26) page 37: One degree sign is missing in the caption, should be 'for 20°-60° N' 10 

27) page 38: same as page 37 11 

28) page 39: same as page 37 12 

29) page 40: same as page 37 13 

30) page 36-41: For Figs 13-18, is it possible to have two figures in one page?  14 

31) In general, Figs. 2-7 and 13-18 looks quite fuzzy. High quality pictures have been up-15 

loaded to the system. If you need higher resolution, please let me know.  16 

Figure 9. Yearly vertical profile comparisons of the relative differences between SCIAMACHY
and ozone sondes at Eureka, Lauder, Marambio and Praha.
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Figure 10. V2.9 seasonal vertical profile comparisons of the relative differences between SCIA-
MACHY and ozone sondes from 2003 to 2011 at Eureka, Lauder, Marambio and Praha. No/not
enough corresponding measurements in DJF for Eureka, JJA for Marambio and in JJA and
SON for Praha.
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Figure 11. Time series of stratospheric ozone partial columns from SCIAMACHY V2.9/V3.0
(left/right panels) limb data (green), ozone sonde data (red) (upper panel) and their absolute
difference in SCs (blue) in DU. The results are presented unsmoothed.
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Figure 12. Comparison with all considered ozone sonde station data for the averaged daily
differences in partial columns over the entire time period. The upper panels are the absolute
differences; The lower panels are the relative differences. In each panel, the color of the dots
depicts the mean difference/relative mean difference while the size of the dots represents 1σ
SD.
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Figure 13. Scatter plots of the partial columns from SCIAMACHY and ozone sonde data within
20◦ S–20◦ N latitude bin. Left panels from V2.9; right panels from V3.0.
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Figure 14. Same as Fig. 13 but for 20–60◦ N.
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Figure 15. Same as Fig. 13 but for 60–90◦ N.
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Figure 16. Same as Fig. 13 but for 20–60◦ S.
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Figure 17. Same as Fig. 13 but for 60–90◦ S.
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Figure 18. Same as Fig. 13 but for 90◦ S–90◦ N.
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Figure 19. Comparison of ozone vertical profiles from SCIAMACHY and from ozone sonde at
station Eureka.
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